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The last decade has seen a renaissance of machine-physics studies and
technological advancements that aim to upgrade at least 15 synchrotron light
sources worldwide to diffraction-limited storage rings. This is expected to
improve the average spectral brightness and transversally coherent fraction of
photons by several orders of magnitude in the soft- and hard-X-ray wavelength
range, at the expense of pulse durations longer than  80 ps FWHM. This paper
discusses the compatibility of schemes for the generation of sub-picosecond
photon-pulse durations in synchrotron light sources with standard multi-bunch
user operation and, in particular, diffraction-limited electron optics design. The
question of this compatibility is answered taking into consideration the storage
ring beam energy and the constraint of existing synchrotrons’ infrastructure. An
alternative scheme for the upgrade of medium-energy synchrotron light sources
to diffraction-limited storage rings and the simultaneous production of
picosecond-long photon pulses in a high-gain free-electron laser scheme are
illustrated.

1. Introduction
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After almost 15 years from its first presentation in 1995
(Einfeld et al., 1995), the concept of diffraction-limited storage
rings (DLSRs) has started driving worldwide upgrade projects
of so-called third-generation synchrotron light sources in the
electron-beam energy range 2.5–6 GeV (Borland, 2014). The
last decade has therefore seen a renaissance of machinephysics studies and technological advancements that aim to
put these new light sources in operation in the time frame
2020–2030 (Hettel, 2014). An improvement of the average
spectral brightness and transversally coherent fraction of
photons by several orders of magnitude in the soft and hard
X-ray wavelength range is promised. Third-generation
synchrotron light sources, built with optimized low-emittance
lattices and making extensive use of undulators, have a wide
domain of application because of the unique properties of
synchrotron radiation; such properties include spectral
coverage from THz to hard X-rays, high average photon flux,
high stability and polarization control. On top of this, DLSRs
promise a substantial step forward in all the experimental
techniques based on higher coherence and coherent photon
flux, high average brilliance (e.g. coherent diffraction), small
spot size (e.g. micro- and nano-focus beamlines) and small
divergence (e.g. scattering). Such a breakthrough, however,
comes at the cost of bunch durations typically longer than
 80 ps FWHM, as explained below.
The last decade has also seen the advent of linac-driven
high-gain free-electron lasers (FELs) (Fritz & Yabashi, 2017).
They are pushing the peak spectral brilliance and peak power
of EUV and hard X-ray photon pulses to unprecedented
levels, typically up to nine orders of magnitude higher than in
https://doi.org/10.1107/S160057751800810X
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synchrotron light sources. These performances are associated
with full transverse and longitudinal coherence (the latter
presently achieved only down to wavelengths of a few nanometres) (Prince et al., 2016), and pulse durations in the range
 0.1–500 fs (Reis, 2016), whereas the pulse repetition rate,
now targeting 1 MHz, is typically some orders of magnitude
lower than in synchrotron light sources.
Synchrotron-radiation X-rays can be used to resolve the
structure of matter on the molecular- or atomic-length scale
( 0.1–1 nm). To study the dynamical properties of matter in
this spatial domain, an X-ray probe with a duration that is
shorter than the process that is being studied is required.
While single-shot images of samples can be recorded if the
light pulse is sufficiently short and intense, such as in FELs,
less intense pulses at high repetition rate can be used to track
fast-moving objects such as aerosols in free-flight or the
evolution of non-equilibrium states, while minimizing the
sample damage. In fact, pulse duration at the picosecond time
scale is needed for probing charge transfer dynamics, orbital,
spin and lattice degrees of freedom in materials on the
nanometre length scale. The investigation of reversible
dynamics in molecular systems of different materials requires
a non-destructive photon–matter interaction that is often not
possible at FELs, whose multi-GW peak power, in some cases
up to the TW level, can profoundly damage the sample. Even
in cases of the sample surviving a relatively high photon flux,
space charge effects in photo-electron spectroscopy up to
ablation may seriously compromise the collection of information on the sample properties. Finally, the relative wavelength tunability in FELs is typically limited to a few percent,
whereas, for example, extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and similar experimental techniques require
access to a much wider spectral range. Storage rings look like
the most suitable light source for such studies, where the
reduced peak photon flux is accompanied by the 10–500 MHz
repetition rate, and wide-wavelength tunability is provided,
e.g. by dipole magnets and variable-gap insertion devices
(IDs) in a series.
The historical development of synchrotron light sources
(Williams & Herman, 2015) shows a trend in the equilibrium
electron bunch length towards shorter and shorter values,
with a reduction of one order of magnitude in 40 years [see,
for example, Fig. 1.6 of Martin (2011)]. While this picture
confirms the interest of the synchrotron radiation community
in shortening the X-ray pulse duration, the advent and
continuous development of high-gain FELs raises the question
of whether the production of pulses in the (sub-)picosecond
time domain should become an exclusive operating mode of
these coherent and powerful light sources.
The duration of a radiation pulse spontaneously emitted by
an ultra-relativistic electron bunch either in a dipole magnet
or an ID (referring here to both wigglers and undulators)
reflects that of the source. This is typically not shorter than
10 ps (r.m.s. value) in third-generation synchrotron light
sources and at least about three times longer in DLSRs. The
natural bunch length is primarily set by the radiofrequency
(RF) of the accelerating cavities, usually operating at 100 or
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500 MHz. Additional bunch lengthening is commonly induced
by the electric field of a higher harmonic cavity with the aim
of suppressing either transverse or longitudinal beam
instabilities, and increasing the beam Touschek lifetime. In
addition to this, bunch lengthening is mandatory in DLSRs
for minimizing the transverse emittance growth otherwise
induced by intra-beam scattering in high-charge-density
bunches (Leemann, 2014). It is therefore a general trend of
low-emittance rings for increasing either the spectral brilliance
or the fraction of coherent photons in the X-ray wavelength
range at the expense of time resolution.
In the following, a compromise between stored electron
beams at the diffraction limit in the soft X-ray wavelength
range and short-bunch duration is investigated. In x2 the
relevance of the beam horizontal emittance to the photon
brightness (or brilliance) is recalled. While in the existing
literature a scaling of energy-normalized horizontal emittance
is given versus the ring circumference (Liu & Westfahl, 2017),
we present here a scaling law which explicitly relates
geometric emittance and beam energy, where the dependence
of the circumference on the energy is in turn the result of a
fitting applied to existing data. This allows us to quantify
the ‘emittance gap’ that third-generation synchrotron light
sources should fill in order to approach the diffraction limit,
exclusively as a function of the stored beam energy. In x3 we
review, in short, techniques for the stable production of subpicosecond-long photon pulses in storage rings and, by relying
on the findings of the previous sections, discuss the compatibility of such schemes with diffraction limit electron-optics
designs. Finally, a high-gain FEL driven by the stored beam is
revisited in x4, and performance in the EUV and soft X-ray are
anticipated. In x5 we summarize the expected and typical
performance of short-pulse schemes and their compatibility
with low-emittance optics. Conclusions are given in x6.

2. Diffraction limit and emittance scaling
2.1. Definitions

The photon brightness or brilliance (Kim et al., 2017) is the
main quality factor for a synchrotron light source and is
defined as the photon flux per unit area per unit solid angle at
the source,
B¼


;
42 x x0 y y0

ð1Þ

where  is the total photon flux per 0.1% bandwidth and s
are the quadratic convolution of the electron r.m.s. beam size
ðx ; y Þ and divergence ðx 0 ; y 0 Þ and the natural photon
r.m.s. size and divergence, respectively The electron r.m.s.
beam size and divergence depend on the lattice. If a dispersion-free region is considered, e.g. an undulator where the
average dispersion is null, it is found that the brilliance is
maximized when the electron-beam betatron functions are
matched to those equivalently defined for the photon beam
(assuming Gaussian spatial and angular distributions of the
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two beams). For a planar undulator of length L, this means
x = y = ph = L= (Bazarov, 2012), and the peak brightness
B^ ¼

42





;
"x þ ð=4Þ "y þ ð=4Þ

ð2Þ

where /4 is the photon-beam emittance. It is therefore
clear that reducing the electron beam emittance will increase
the brilliance of the photon beam. This is true until
we reach the so-called diffraction-limited emittance,
"x;y  "ph; x;y ¼ =4, which implies an electron-beam emittance of less than 10 pm rad in both planes for diffractionlimited operation at  = 1 Å. Reducing the emittance even
further will not significantly increase the brilliance, at least at
those wavelengths where the denominator in equation (2) will
be dominated by the photon-beam size and divergence. The
transverse coherence follows a similar dependence with the
emittance. The coherent photon flux is a measure of the
transverse coherence of the radiation pulse and turns out to be
coh ¼ Bð=2Þ2 . Accordingly, the coherent fraction of emitted
photons F ¼ coh = is unitary for zero electron-beam emittance.
We note that brilliance is not the only figure-of-merit for
these light sources and actually a large fraction of users are
instead interested in increasing the flux, without necessarily
increasing the brilliance. These users’ requirements can be
equally served by increasing the operating currents in existing
third-generation lattices rather than decreasing the emittance.
For any given synchrotron infrastructure and assuming a
multi-bunch filling pattern already >95%, a higher average
beam current can only be gained by increasing the bunch
charge. Intra-beam scattering processes would imply, in this
case, a higher RF voltage for a larger momentum acceptance,
more efficient single-bunch and multi-bunch feedback
systems, and reduced machine impedance (this is, however,
determined by the geometry and materials of the vacuum
vessel). A practical limit to the maximum average stored
current, which is to date at the level of  500 mA for a 3 GeV
beam, is set by the thermal stability of the storage ring
components, and the damage threshold of mirrors used for
X-ray photon transport to the beamlines.
2.2. Scaling laws

Most of the multi-GeV synchrotron light sources already
have vertical emittances at the diffraction limit for radiation
wavelengths around 0.1 nm or longer, whereas the horizontal
emittance is two or three orders of magnitude higher (Liu &
Westfahl, 2017). Pushing the horizontal emittance to the
diffraction limit implies major efforts in magnetic, mechanical
and vacuum technology, beam-based control systems and
accelerator design. The latter has typically to trade-off a
strong-focusing lattice to reach an ultra-low emittance, a
sufficiently large dynamic aperture for either high-beaminjection efficiency or beam lifetime, and a relatively compact
accelerator footprint (Hettel, 2014).
It is well known that, for a ring with a periodic lattice based
on isomagnetic achromatic cells, the minimum natural emitJ. Synchrotron Rad. (2018). 25, 1323–1334

tance is given by "x ¼ Cq FE 2  3 =m2e ’ E 2 =Nd3, where
Cq = 3.84  1013 m,  = 2/Nd is the dipole bending angle,
Nd is the total number of dipoles in the ring and F = 0.02–0.07
depending on the linear-optics cell design (related to quadrupoles focusing). Additional considerations related to nonlinear optics and beam stability, as well as to the need of
practical cell sizes, commonly increase the theoretical value of
F up to  0.2. By virtue of the energy dependence of the
electron-beam emittance, " / E 2, and of the synchrotronradiation wavelength,  / E 2, it is commonly perceived that
lower-energy synchrotron light sources are favored in
approaching the diffraction limit at critical wavelengths, with
respect to higher-energy rings. At the same time, higherenergy rings typically exploit larger ring circumferences and
therefore can host a relatively large number of dipole magnets,
which tends to lower the emittance. Also, more room might be
available with respect to lower-energy compact rings for more
and stronger-focusing magnets devoted to building up a lowemittance lattice. In short, the ring circumference is recognized in playing a role in the emittance evaluation.
A quantitative estimation of the ‘gap’ to be covered by
third-generation light sources to fully reach the diffraction
limit is given below, and such a gap is shown as an exclusive
function of the electron-beam energy. We start noticing that
the ring circumference of the majority of existing facilities,
many of them based on double- or triple-bend achromatic
cells, is approximated by the relationship C ’ 7ld N d, where ld
is the dipole length and the spread of the numerical coefficient
is about 20% over a representative ensemble. At the same
time, a linear fit of the circumference to the beam energy
suggests C ½m ’ 125 E ½GeV (Liu & Westfahl, 2017). By
placing those expressions into  = 2/Nd , and then inserting
into the theoretical expression for the minimum horizontal
emittance, we obtain
Cq F~
" ’
m2e



14ld
125

3

1
:
E

ð3Þ

Fig. 1 shows that, by choosing the realistic value F~ ¼ 0:19
and ld = 1 m as fitting parameters in equation (3), the horizontal emittance of third-generation light sources can be
predicted within a factor of two. The limited accuracy of
prediction of equation (3) is still of some help for the
discussion, when compared with an emittance reduction by at
least one order of magnitude to match the diffraction limit.
The emittance given by equation (3) is now compared
with the photon-beam emittance, at the wavelength of
interest. In a short planar-polarized undulator, the on-axis
fundamental emission
 is centered at  ½nm =
1:306u ½cm ð1 þ K2 =2Þ =ðE 2 ½GeVÞ, where u is the undulator period and K = 0.934 u [cm] B [T] is the undulator
parameter associated with the undulator peak magnetic-field.
In Table 1 we consider three realistic sets of ID parameters in
the linear polarization configuration. It is worth recalling that
users often rely on undulator emission at harmonic orders as
high as  5–30 when the electron-beam energy and the
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Table 1
Three sets of parameters of a linearly polarized undulator: undulator
period, undulator parameter and on-axis fundamental undulator
wavelength.
u (cm)

K

f (nm)
at 3 GeV

10
5
2.5

10
5
2

74
9.8
1.1

undulator period are not suitable for direct X-ray emission at
the fundamental wavelength.
The ratio of the horizontal natural-equilibrium emittance
[equation (3)] over the diffraction-limited emittance versus
electron-beam energy is illustrated in Fig. 2 (top plot), for the
three IDs in Table 1. The ratio is linearly proportional to the
beam energy (the figure is on a semi-log scale). Facilities in the
energy range E > 3 GeV typically target high flux at hard
X-ray wavelengths; they are therefore well represented by the
green curve. This plot says on an approximate but still quantitative basis that, in order to reach the diffraction limit, an
emittance reduction by at least a factor of  30–100 has to be
accomplished. The red curve in the same plot shows that
existing rings at E < 3 GeV can approach the diffraction limit
for a good portion of the EUV and soft X-ray user community
with a reduction in the horizontal emittance by a factor of
 10. By considering a higher harmonic jump of up to ten for
the listed wavelengths, an emittance-reduction factor up to
 1000 and  100 is expected for the high- and low-energyrange machines, respectively.
Fig. 2 (bottom plot) shows, as a practical example, the
equilibrium horizontal emittance of a 500 m-circumference
synchrotron light source based on a double-bend achromatic
cell (DBA) lattice, re-scaled with number of dipoles per cell at

Figure 1
Horizontal natural emittance ("x, blue) and storage-ring circumference
(C, green) versus electron-beam energy of a representative ensemble of
existing third-generation synchrotron light sources (Feikes et al., 2004)
(BESSY II, ALS, Elettra, ALBA, Soleil, Diamond, SLS, TPS II, SSRF,
APS, ESRF, SPring-8). Lines are fits to the experimental values as
discussed in x2.2.
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Figure 2
Top: ratio of the equilibrium horizontal emittance of existing thirdgeneration synchrotron light sources over the diffraction-limit value, at
three undulator radiation wavelengths defined by the parameters in the
legend (see also Table 1). The three wavelengths at the beam energy of
3 GeV are  = 74 nm (blue), 10 nm (red) and 2 nm (green). Bottom:
equilibrium horizontal emittance of a 500 m-circumference synchrotron
light source based on a DBA lattice re-scaled with the number of dipoles
per cell over the same circumference, and with energy (red lines). The
undulator wavelengths defined above versus beam energy are superimposed (blue lines).

fixed circumference length, for diverse beam energies (red
lines). The crossing point of the emittance lines with the curves
of the undulator resonant wavelengths (blue lines, ID parameters in Table 1) identify the beam energy at which the
diffraction limit is achieved. This plot suggests that light
sources at energies higher than 3–4 GeV would be asked to
incorporate a multi-bend lattice with at least seven, eight or
more dipole magnets per cell (see the crossing point of the
blue and red dotted line). Light sources at E < 3 GeV would
most likely reach the diffraction limit in the soft-X-ray range
with six or so dipoles per cell.
It is then conceivable that an upgrade of storage rings at
beam energies lower than 3 GeV, targeting a more relaxed
emittance reduction, may be compatible with electron-optics
design and installation of new hardware for the generation of
short (picosecond and sub-picosecond) photon pulses.
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3. Short-pulse schemes

3.2. RF voltage beating

Different schemes for the production of sub-picosecond
photon pulses in synchrotron light sources can be found in the
literature. Not all of them have been tested yet, and only a few
of them look to be compatible with the preservation of relatively high photon brilliance. We recall here only those
promising a stable production of short pulses, i.e. short photon
pulses are generated by electron particle distribution at
equilibrium. We mainly refer to the thesis by Martin (2011) for
a more detailed description of the schemes and of their typical
performance such as: (i) shortening electron bunches to  1 ps
duration via either optics or RF gradient manipulation;
(ii) transverse-to-longitudinal electron-bunch coupling
induced by an RF deflecting cavity, and downstream selection
of  1 ps photon-pulse duration; (iii) external laser-based
methods such as femto-slicing and coherent harmonic
generation (CHG), for  0.1 ps photon-pulse duration; and
(iv) low-gain FELs.

A simultaneous and stable accumulation of  10 ps- and
 1 ps-long bunches (r.m.s. values), available to all beamlines,
is promised by the so-called RF voltage beating scheme
(Wüstefeld et al., 2011), which sees the installation of (at
least) two superconducting high-gradient ( 20 MV m1) RF
cavities with slightly different frequencies in the L-band, in
addition to the standard cavity devoted to beam acceleration.
In order to minimize coupled-bunch transverse and longitudinal instabilities, the cavities shall be equipped with highorder-mode suppressors. Voltage and phase of the harmonic
cavities are tuned in a way that their field adds up at even fixed
points of the buckets train, leading to enhanced RF focusing
and therefore bunch shortening, and cancel at the odd fixed
points. A further reduction of the bunch length to sub-picosecond duration would be given by the combination of such
strong RF focusing with low-alpha optics. Preliminary estimations of potential-well distortion and beam instabilities
threshold for BESSY-II suggest an average bunch current of
0.8 (0.04) mA for 1.7 (0.4) ps r.m.s. bunch duration (Jankowiak
et al., 2016). If the low-alpha optics is not pursued, the nominal
emittance at the nm rad level could also be preserved for
the short bunches, at the expense of a lower charge. Top-up
injection is still possible, where the strong RF gradient reduces
by one order of magnitude the phase acceptance of injected
bunches, and the energy acceptance becomes limited by the
dynamic aperture and the low-gap ID vacuum chamber
(Jankowiak et al., 2016).
It is worth mentioning that a simpler approach to bunch
shortening, at the expense of longer bunch durations
compared with those discussed so far, is given by either a
passive or active cavity, typically tuned at the third or fifth
harmonic of the baseline RF (Chin, 1990). The harmonic
cavity is set to produce an effect opposite to the bunch
lengthening discussed in x2. Realistic compression factors are
in the range 2–5 for peak voltage of 1–10 MV in synchrotron
light sources at  3 GeV beam energy (Bartolini et al., 2006).
Some additional shortening might be achieved with the
simultaneous adoption of low-alpha optics. Of course, the
shorter the bunch then the higher the charge density becomes
and the stronger the effect of intra-beam scattering on the
transverse emittance (unless a proportional reduction of the
bunch charge is accepted). This kind of operation has to take
into consideration some efforts in suppressing transverse- and
longitudinal-beam instabilities, which are usually suppressed
by bunch lengthening. Touschek lifetime is predicted to lower
in proportion to the bunch-length compression factor.

3.1. Low-alpha optics

Stable shortening of the electron-bunch duration is
provided by the so-called low-alpha operation (Robin et al.,
1993; Feikes et al., 2004). This consists of tuning of the
magnetic lattice, at fixed beam energy, in order to reduce the
linear momentum compaction (c) of the storage ring, where
the equilibrium bunch length scales as  z / ðc =V RF Þ1=2, where
VRF is the RF peak voltage. The latter cannot be increased
typically by more than a fraction of the nominal value because
of hardware restrictions. Instead, a reduction of c by more
than one order of magnitude was demonstrated for user
operation and a minimum bunch length at the  1 ps level was
recorded (Feikes et al., 2004). The lower limit for the bunch
length, even in the ideal case of an isochronous ring, is due to
collective effects established at non-zero beam current, such
as potential-well distortion, higher-order dependence of
the bunch length on the beam energy spread (higher-order
momentum compaction) and an increased sensitivity of
closed-orbit motion to errors. Since the low-alpha mode
implies a reduced bunch charge for avoiding the onset of
the microwave instability in short bunches, the single-pulse
radiation intensity is commonly reduced by several orders of
magnitude with respect to the standard operation. A value of
c ’ 105 together with an accurate control of the secondorder momentum compaction allows the simultaneous storage
of short ( 1 ps) and long bunches ( 10 ps). The emitted
synchrotron radiation can be spatially and angularly separated
in dispersive regions of the lattice. Several attempts to
establish low-alpha optics in third-generation synchrotron
light sources have demonstrated that it usually goes in conflict
with optics devoted to ultra-low emittance because of opposite
constraints on the dispersion function in the dipole magnets.
When optics prescriptions for a low emittance are retained, a
large natural chromaticity is excited, thus resulting in large
sextupole strengths and reduced dynamic and momentum
aperture (Martin et al., 2011).
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2018). 25, 1323–1334

3.3. RF vertical deflection

Vertical deflection of the electron bunch with RF ‘crab’
cavities (Zholents et al., 1999) gives a transverse kick that is
correlated along the bunch, such that the bunch head and tail
oscillate in opposite directions. The light emitted in an
undulator is separated in the vertical plane in position
(angular or spatial slicing) and time (chirped radiation). A
short pulse can be extracted by either installing vertical slits
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in the beamline or by compressing the chirped photon pulse
using asymmetrically cut crystals. A second cavity is used to
remove the kick imparted to the electron beam by the first
cavity, thus confining the deflection to a small section of the
storage ring. An improved version of this scheme (Zholents,
2015) requires two RF deflecting cavities with slightly
different frequencies for producing time-dependent orbit
deflection to a few selected electron bunches, without affecting
the majority of the stored bunches. In this way several
beamlines can select between receiving either high-brilliance
long X-ray photon pulses from a standard electron bunch or
short X-ray pulses with reduced brilliance. The ultimate pulse
duration to be produced with this scheme is mainly limited by
mechanical misalignment deflecting cavities, RF phase and
voltage jitter. The minimum pulse duration, for any given
deflecting voltage, requires an integer multiple of -betatron
phase advance between the first deflecting cavity and the
undulator (to maximize the bunch head–tail angular separation), and between the two deflecting cavities (to perfectly
cancel the vertical kick). Although limited to a region of the
ring, which may include several bending cells, these optics
constraints are likely to be in conflict with an ultra-low-emittance lattice, both in terms of optics design and available
space. They are also prone to amplification of sextupoleinduced optical aberrations. At the same time, by virtue of
the local-electron-beam manipulation, the optics tuning for
vertical deflection looks less invasive than the global modification required by low-alpha operation.

3.5. Coherent harmonic generation

External seeding by a  0.1 ps-long UV-laser pulse can
generate intense EUV emission through coherent harmonic
generation (CHG) in a single-pass configuration (Yu, 1991),
such as optical klystron (OK) (De Ninno et al., 2008) and
echo-enabled harmonic generation (Stupakov, 2009; Evain et
al., 2012). The energy modulation induced by the electronbeam laser interaction in the modulator is translated into
density modulation (bunching) at the same wavelength.
For a large bunching factor at the fundamental wavelength,
coherent emission at higher harmonics can be obtained at
reduced intensity passing by an undulator radiator. Since the
radiator is typically only a few metres long, the emission is far
from any power saturation. Production of electron bunching at
third or higher harmonics of the seed laser wavelength implies
K > 10 for E > 2 GeV, and a modulator period longer than
 5 cm. Thus, issues related to the longitudinal occupancy of
the undulator section similar to those discussed for the femtoslicing arise. Practical considerations for the undulator length
and its minimum gap suggest a realistic case at beam energies
lower than 3 GeV, as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, since
coherent emission is based on a single pass of the electron
beam through the undulator section, a bunch peak current
> 100 A is commonly required in order to obtain
 107–109 photons per pulse at wavelengths typically longer
than  100 nm for the OK scheme and  20 nm for the echoenabled scheme. This in turn implies single or few bunches
operation of the synchrotron light source, where either the

3.4. Femto-slicing

Femto-slicing (Zholents & Zolotorev, 1996; Schoenlein et
al., 2000) refers to the interaction of a  0.1 ps-long UV laser
with the stored electron bunch in a short undulator (modulator). The energy modulation induced upon the electrons
at the laser wavelength translates into density modulation
through a dispersive region of the lattice, and into transverse
separation of the affected electrons. As a result, the light
emitted by the un-modulated electrons travels in a different
direction to that emitted by the energy-modulated particles,
and can be blocked by aperture restrictions. The repetition
rate of the short pulse is determined by the external laser, e.g.
up to 100 kHz for tens of mJ per pulse at  800 nm (Höppner et
al., 2015) and by the amount of (damping) time required by
previous modulations to wash out (typically not shorter than
10 ms). In fact, beam stability requires that electrons are
mixed within the bunch before the next interaction of the
same bunch with the laser. As long as femto-slicing does not
imply any manipulation of the electron bunch at equilibrium,
it is in principle compatible with ultra-low-emittance lattices.
In reality, the main conflict might be caused by the space of
several meters required for setting up the laser–electron
interaction. The number of photons per pulse is commonly
104-fold smaller than for a standard radiation source,
because of the small amount of electrons interacting efficiently
with the external laser (Zholents & Zolotorev, 1996).
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Figure 3
On-axis fundamental undulator wavelength in nanometers (color bar)
versus undulator period and electron beam energy in the synchrotron
light source. A hybrid undulator model with a full gap of 4 mm is
assumed. For a gap of 7 mm the radiation wavelength is approximately
doubled. The undulator parameter K is approximately linear with the
undulator period and in the range 4–15. For CHG schemes, the modulator
period has to match a seed laser wavelength presently available at
wavelengths not shorter than  240 nm. At beam energies below 3 GeV,
this implies u > 8 cm and 2–3 m in length. Similarly, beam energies lower
than 3 GeV favor a more compact radiator. For example, emission at the
third harmonic of the seed laser at 3 GeV requires u > 6.5 cm and several
meters in length.
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natural-bunch duration in the absence of harmonic cavity or
bunch shortening through harmonic cavity or low-alpha optics
is adopted. The compatibility of these schemes with the
standard user multi-bunch filling pattern is therefore
compromised. The relatively high charge density may also
induce some degradation of the transverse emittance by
means of intra-beam scattering.
Recently, a more efficient optical manipulation of the
electron beam for CHG down to  10 nm has been proposed
(Feng & Zhao, 2017). The higher amount of bunching
promised by this scheme would allow an increase of the
number of photons per pulse by up to two orders of magnitude
with respect to aforementioned solutions, for a given wavelength of emission. This might also imply some relaxed
constraints on the bunch peak current at longer wavelengths
(e.g. > 50 nm) for a flux comparable with that of the schemes
discussed above. Some concerns remain about the undulator
length, beam energy, electron beam optics design, bunch
length and emittance degradation analogous to those
discussed above.
3.6. Low-gain FEL (optical cavity)

Almost fully coherent emission can be approached in a lowgain FEL, installed, for example, in a dedicated straight
section or in a by-pass line internal to the synchrotron light
source. In the optical cavity configuration (Dattoli et al., 1998;
Couprie, 1997), the weak electric field emitted in a short
undulator at each passage of the electron bunch is cumulated
over thousands of turns, until a quasi-stable and intense selfamplified FEL emission is established. The spectral threshold
of the mirrors’ reflectivity sets the lower limit of the FEL
wavelength at  150 nm (Trovò et al., 2002). In order for the
electron beam to match the resonant emission at such wavelength, and assuming a minimum beam energy of 2 GeV, an
undulator period of  10 cm and an undulator parameter K 
10 are needed. At the same wavelength, higher beam energies
imply stronger K-values, typically associated with longer
undulator periods and smaller undulator gaps. Because of
either the maximum available space for accommodating the
undulator (e.g. <4 m for a dispersion-free typical straight
section) or the minimum tolerable undulator gap (e.g. >7 mm
for out-of-vacuum devices), an optical cavity is commonly
hosted in <2 GeV energy rings (see also Fig. 3). Lasing at
wavelengths shorter than  150 nm becomes accessible in
single-pass external-laser-seeding schemes, as described in the
preceding sub-section.

4. Storage-ring-driven high-gain FEL
4.1. Motivations

A cutting-edge perspective is offered by a storage-ringdriven high-gain FEL (SR-HG-FEL), first proposed by
Murphy & Pellegrini (1985). The advantage of a SR-HG-FEL,
here intended to be lasing in the EUV and soft X-ray wavelength range, becomes evident as long as an existing storagering infrastructure is already in place or planned. It is clear,
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2018). 25, 1323–1334

indeed, that by exploiting a stored beam at GeV-beam energy
level for lasing would save from a few tens to many hundreds
of million euros, otherwise required for the construction of
a 1 to  5 GeV high-brightness normal-conducting electron
linac, including buildings and all related accelerator components. The linac total cost would reach the billion euro level
for superconducting RF technology, typically requested for
high FEL pulse repetition rate. A SR-HG-FEL would take
advantage of the multi-bunch filing pattern of the storage ring,
thereby being able to provide from kHz to MHz-range
photon-pulse repetition rate with no additional superconducting RF components. Expected performance and
limitations of such a light source are discussed in the following.
4.2. SASE-FEL concept

Electron-beam energies higher than 2 GeV and flat or
round beams with horizontal natural emittance in the range
0.1–1 nm rad are compatible with lasing at fundamental
wavelengths in the EUV and soft X-ray range. The exponential growth of the FEL power along the undulator adds three
additional prerequisites to the electron-beam quality: bunch
peak current higher than  0.5 kA, slice relative energy spread
lower than  0.1%, and room for an undulator as long as
several tens of meters (an option for CHG with a short
radiator is discussed later on). Such a long undulator can only
be accommodated in a line separated from the ring, henceforth named by-pass, and selected bunches have to be
extracted from the ring without interference with nearby
bunches. If internal to the ring, the by-pass line may imply reinjection of the FEL-spent beam into the synchrotron.
In one of the very first conceptual designs of a storage-ringdriven by-pass FEL (Kim et al., 1985), the ring was devoted
to single-bunch operation at relatively high peak current, and
therefore the FEL emission was not compatible with the
standard multi-bunch synchrotron operation. In a recent
proposal of ours (De Mitri & Cornacchia, 2015, and references
therein), single-bunch peak currents comparable with those
achieved in RF linacs can be obtained through magneticbunch length compression. In that proposal, beam gymnastics
are carried out inside the storage ring, and therefore limited by
the RF cavity impedance and the large momentum compaction implied by the compression scheme.
Here, we imagine that, after extraction from the main ring,
a linac of length a few meters at  20 MV m1 accelerating
gradient and 100 MV peak-voltage level is followed by a
relatively long arc compressor, see Fig. 4. The arc injects in
turn the time-compressed beam into the undulator line.
Preservation of beam transverse emittance in the presence of
coherent synchrotron radiation in the arc dipole magnets is
ensured by a suitable optics arrangement. Sextupole magnets
are included in the arc in order to linearize the compression
process and, meanwhile, cancel higher-order chromatic aberrations (see Mitri & Cornacchia, 2015, and references therein).
For bunch-length compression by a factor of  10, beam
energy spread at 1% is expected at the undulator, which
largely exceeds the typical FEL energy bandwidth of  0.1%.
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multi-bunch operation of the ring, sees the FEL-spent bunches
re-injected into the ring through an arc (de-)compressor-pluslinac beamline, identical and symmetric to the one devoted to
lasing. Beam extraction and injection systems fast enough to
approach the typical separation of RF buckets at the nanosecond time scale, together with kicker pulse durations up to
 100 ns (for either single-bunch or bunch train extraction),
are nowadays under development for the implementation of
swap-out injection schemes in DLSRs (Pappas et al., 2016),
and are therefore within the reach of the proposed scheme.

4.3. SASE-FEL numerical results

Figure 4
Schematic of a storage ring light source with undulator in a by-pass line.
Electron bunches, stored in the ring in standard multi-bunch filling
pattern, are kicked into the FEL loop by a fast stripline kicker plus
septum system, hosted in a straight section of length a few meters. A
linear energy correlation is imparted along the bunch (energy chirp) by
an RF linac (‘chirper’) of length a few meters, which lies internally to the
ring. The beam is then magnetically time-compressed in a 100 m-long,
100 arc compressor, and transported to the 100 m-long undulator line.
The beam reaches the undulator entrance at full compression. Lasing
occurs in a vertical TGU, which is preceded and followed by small vertical
dog-legs (not shown) that manage some of the vertical energy dispersion
function in the undulator for optimum FEL efficiency. The beam is
extracted from the TGU and decompressed in time in the second arc.
Another short RF linac acts as a ‘dechirper’, so that the beam-phase
space rotation is completed at its exit, and the beam has recovered its
initial peak current and energy distribution. The beam is finally injected
back into the ring, and stored for providing light to ID beamlines, until
next extraction.

The energy spread mismatch can be overcome by a transverse
gradient undulator (TGU) traversed by an energy-dispersed
beam (Smith et al., 1979; Huang et al., 2012). The field gradient
(realistic magnetic designs suggest up to 100 m1 field relative
variation per unit distance from the undulator axis) and the
energy-dispersion function (typically at  1 cm level) through
the TGU shall match a condition for resonant emission from
all the electrons. While the construction of TGU modules with
relatively high field gradients and full polarization control
is already on-going (Calvi et al., 2017), the electron-beam
transport through a line made of tens of such segments raises
the challenge of beam-envelope control. The simplest scenario
considered so far in the literature is that of a quadrupole-free
beamline, at the expense of larger average electron-beam sizes
and reduced FEL power (Cai et al., 2013). In the following, this
option will be considered for a numerical estimation of the
TGU-FEL performance.
If the FEL-spent bunches were dumped after lasing, the
synchrotron light source should be replenished at relatively
short intervals, with frequent interruption of the standard
operation. An alternative option, transparent to the standard
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Lasing in the high-gain regime implies a dilution of the
electron-beam six-dimensional phase space, primarily through
an increased energy spread, proportional to the FEL energy
efficiency, and an enlarged transverse emittance, since photons
are emitted by electrons traveling on energy-dispersive
trajectories in the TGU. As the lasing bunches are re-injected
into the ring, synchrotron radiation damping contributes to
washing out the FEL perturbation. If lasing occurs at time
intervals longer than a few damping times, the FEL is
expected to behave as a single-pass light source, and the
equilibrium beam distribution in the synchrotron is recovered
between consecutive lasing. In this case, the performance of a
self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) FEL (Kondratenko & Saldin, 1980; Bonifacio et al., 1984) reaching power
saturation in a TGU can be estimated analytically according to
the model presented by Huang et al. (2008). The exponential
growth of FEL power through the TGU is determined by a
gain length defined as follows,

Lg;TGU

"
!2 #
 ;ef
u
¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
1þ
TGU
4 3 TGU
:

ð4Þ

Here,  2;ef ¼ ð 2;u Þ=f1 þ ½ð  ;u Þ=  y; 2 g, and y and  y;  are
the average value of the vertical dispersion function and r.m.s.
betatron beam size along the undulator, respectively,  ;u is
the beam r.m.s. relative energy spread at the undulator
entrance, and TGU ¼ 1D =½1 þ ð  y  ;u = y; Þ2 1=6 . The onedimensional FEL parameter is defined, for example, by
Bonifacio et al. (1984). Table 2 summarizes the expected
performance of a high-gain TGU-FEL in a  500 m-long
circumference, 3 GeV beam-energy storage ring. These results
are based on particle tracking with the elegant code (Borland,
2000) in the main ring, and on analytical estimation of the FEL
performance in a quadrupole-free TGU line (Baxevanis et al.,
2014) starting from tracked electron-beam parameters. The
ring lattice is based on a four-bend achromatic cell and it
approaches the diffraction limit in the horizontal (vertical)
plane at a wavelength of 6 nm (0.03 nm). A 0.1 kHz repetitionrate stripline kicker is considered with 50 ns flat-top pulse
duration (25 bunches per kicker pulse). The FEL pulse
repetition rate is 2.5 kHz, assuming 100 Hz damping rate in
the storage ring and  100 stored bunches. At the fundamental
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Table 2

"2y; i

Parameters of the 3 GeV storage-ring high-gain SASE-FEL.
Synchrotron light source
Mean beam energy
Circumference length
Achromatic cell type
Revolution period
Harmonic number
RF bucket spacing
Longitudinal damping time
Bunch charge
Bunch duration, r.m.s.
Peak current
Relative energy spread, r.m.s.
Transverse geometric emittance, r.m.s. (x, y)

Units
3.0
528
Four-bend
1.76
880
2
9
1.0
9
44
0.08
500, 2.5

’

"2y; i1

1þ

ð y  ;FEL Þ2
"y; i1 y

#
;

ð5Þ

GeV
m

where the emittance at the end of the
TGU is proportional to the emittance
ms
at its entrance, to the average vertical
dispersion function through the TGU,
ns
ms
to the FEL-induced energy spread, and
nC
inversely proportional to the average
ps
vertical betatron function. With the
A
%
values in Table 2, the FEL intensity is
pm rad
expected to drop in a few loops, well
before one damping time. With respect
Arc compressor
to the single-pass behavior mentioned
above, the peak power is reduced by
Arc cell type
Triple-bend achromat
Number of cells
4
three orders of magnitude. The average

Total deflection angle
108
FEL power is, nevertheless, still considTotal length
104
m
erable. The FEL output single-pulse
Final relative energy spread, r.m.s.
1.4
%
Bunch duration at FEL, r.m.s.
0.55
ps
peak power is calculated for each pass
Peak current at FEL
715
A
through the TGU on the basis of the
Final geometric emittance (x, y)
570, 5
pm rad
analytical model introduced by Huang et
al. (2008). After each pass, the beam
TGU-FEL
energy spread growth due to lasing is
calculated, as well as the emittance
Undulator parameter
4
Undulator period
90
mm
growth. These data are used to modify
Total undulator length
100
m
1
the electron-beam distribution that is
TGU gradient
100
m
tracked with elegant through the ring and
Average vertical dispersion in TGU
10
mm
Average (x, y) along TGU
15, 70
m
the arcs. The beam parameters resulting
Average beam size along TGU, r.m.s. (x, y)
90, 180
mm
from tracking and evaluated at the
FEL fundamental wavelength
13.0
nm
entrance of the undulator are newly used
FEL pulse length, r.m.s.
0.5
ps
TGU-FEL parameter
0.15
%
for the analytical evaluation of the FEL
3
FEL pulse repetition rate
2.5 (burst)
20  10 (burst)
kHz
performance, and so on. Fig. 5 shows that
TGU-FEL gain length
5
8
m
after a number of loops corresponding to
TGU-FEL saturation length
100
155
m
FEL peak power, per pulse
1  103
1.5
MW
about half the damping time the FEL
FEL energy, per pulse
570
0.8
mJ
power is already so low that the nominal
Number of photons, per pulse
2  1014
3  1011
equilibrium electron-beam parameters
Number of FEL pulses per train
25
50
FEL average power, total
2.5
30
W
are basically unaffected by lasing. In
other words, lasing shifts out of the
power-saturation regime in less than the
damping time. At equilibrium, the FEL pulse peak power is at
lasing wavelength of 13 nm, the saturation length is  100 m,
the 1 MW level at a repetition rate as high as 1 MHz. It is
and the saturation power is  1 GW.
worth stressing that the high-repetition-rate scenario may
In a second scenario, also listed in Table 2, a 400 kHz
imply average beam currents above 1 mA in the linac sections.
repetition-rate stripline kicker is considered; 100 ns flat-top
A choice is here imposed between high average beam current
pulse duration hosts now 50 bunches per kicker pulse. Rise
in the linac, thus high average FEL power, at the expense of
and fall times of the kicker are estimated at the 5 ns level, and
superconducting RF technology, and reduced average FEL
we assume a hybrid filling pattern in the ring with at least three
power with normal conducting linac sections.
long bunch trains separated by 10 ns or so. The kicker is
assumed to work in burst mode and the corresponding FEL
pulse repetition rate turns out to be 2 MHz. Unfortunately,
4.4. Seeded FEL and CHG
in this scenario the vertical beam emittance growth due to
chromatic effects in the TGU cannot be washed out efficiently,
The proposed SR-HG–FEL scheme opens the door to
as long as we assume that the FEL repetition rate is higher
external seeding schemes for improved longitudinal coherence
than the vertical radiation damping time. It thereby leads to a
and CHG. Since the electron-beam parameters at the undurapid degradation in the FEL energy efficiency. The upper
lator are in the same ballpark of existing seeded FEL facilities,
limit to the emittance growth at each pass in the TGU is
both high-gain harmonic generation (Yu, 1991; Allaria et al.,
estimated as
2012) and echo-enhanced harmonic generation (Stupakov,
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2018). 25, 1323–1334
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compensated by a tighter electron beam focusing through the
short TGU line. Since the bunch peak current is high,
 108 photons per pulse at  10 nm are expected with
 100 kHz photon-pulse repetition rate, and a pulse duration
of the order of 0.1 ps FWHM.

5. Comparison of performance

Figure 5
Top: TGU-based SASE-FEL single-pulse peak power as a function of the
number of storage-ring FEL loops in units of longitudinal damping time,
when each bunch is lasing every 1.5 revolution periods in the storage ring
(the by-pass line-pulse-arcs beamline is assumed to cover a length equal
to half of the ring circumference). FEL gain is rapidly suppressed by the
growth of beam vertical emittance in the TGU, whose evolution is shown
at the bottom. The low FEL peak power reached at equilibrium
minimally disturbs the beam longitudinal emittance in the storage ring.

2009; Zhao et al., 2012) are conceivable. Such seeding schemes,
generally considered in linac-driven FELs, can be translated to
the case of large-energy-spread beams in the configuration of
phase-merging harmonic generation (Feng et al., 2014). This is
basically an optical manipulation of the electron beam passing
through a TGU with non-zero dispersion, which allows for
high harmonic jumps. The aforementioned seeding options are
to date the only viable ways to approach full coherent pulses
at soft X-ray wavelengths, most likely down to 1 nm or so. For
all the seeding schemes, the FEL pulse repetition rate would
be limited by the UV-laser repetition rate. At 1 kHz seeding
frequency, we expect a FEL performance intermediate to
those reported in Table 2, but now with full transverse and
longitudinal coherence.
A simpler scenario foresees a few meters-long TGU
segment for CHG. The reduced FEL flux would be partially
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Table 3 summarizes our discussion on the compatibility of the
aforementioned techniques for production of picosecond and
sub-picosecond X-ray pulses in synchrotron light sources with
standard multi-bunch user mode (SUM) and with diffraction
limit electron optics (DLO). The photon-pulse peak intensity
(number of photons per pulse) for all different short-pulse
options was estimated as follows: for those schemes in which
the electron beam radiates in standard IDs, the intensity is
scaled linearly proportional to the bunch charge and the
photon-pulse duration; for schemes relying on dedicated IDs
and limited to some minimum wavelength, the intensity is
relative to the SUM intensity intended as emission at the
minimum wavelength in a hybrid 2 m-long undulator from a
40-ps-FWHM-long electron bunch and 1 nC bunch charge.
Our present understanding highlights a major incompatibility of the low-alpha operating mode with DLO. Although,
in principle, some compatibility could be envisioned for the
other techniques from the pure beam dynamics perspective,
practical conflicts for available space and optics tuning emerge
when new hardware has to be installed internal to the ring,
such as in the case of beam deflection. Voltage beating may
have more chances of compatibility with DLO because it
primarily deals with a manipulation of the longitudinal beam
dynamics, whereas DLO imposes stronger constraints on the
transverse one. On the one hand, a reduction by at least one
order of magnitude in radiation intensity, compared with that
emitted in SUM, is foreseen in this case; a lower bunch charge
is dictated by the microwave instability threshold for short
bunches. On the other hand, a reduced charge in short
bunches would alleviate the emittance growth induced by
intra-beam scattering at low-emittance values. The most
recent proposal of CHG with optics manipulation of the
electron beam for enhanced bunching factor is compatible
with SUM as long as a relatively low peak current is accepted.
While this scheme promises at least one order of magnitude
higher flux than in femto-slicing and other standard CHG
configurations, the special optics design required for bunching
enhancement looks to be in conflict with DLO. The storagering-driven high-gain FEL is compatible with both SUM and
DLO because it decouples by design the electron-beam
gymnastic devoted to lasing from the electron-beam gymnastics in the storage ring. This is, however, at the expense of the
installation of short linacs and arc compressors internal to the
ring. For completeness, indicative parameters of state-of-theart high-harmonic-generation (HHG) light sources in gas are
also given (Hädrich et al., 2016). Table 4 highlights the
potential of some of the mentioned schemes with regards to
output radiation control.
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Table 3
Summary of schemes for the generation of stable short X-ray pulses in synchrotron light sources, and estimated performance.
In the columns, from left to right: minimum FWHM photon-pulse duration, photon-pulse peak intensity relative to SUM, maximum pulse repetition rate, layoutinvasive (important modifications to the synchrotron lattice or occupancy of more than one straight section), compatibility with SUM (see x5), compatibility with
DLO design strategies, number of photon beamlines served simultaneously and approximate cost assuming an existing SRLS infrastructure. Indicative parameters
of state-of-the-art HHG sources are also given (Hädrich et al., 2016). Numbers are intended as indicative of the order of magnitude.

Low-alpha
Harmonic cavity
RF voltage beating
RF deflector
Femto-slicing
Optical cavity§
CHG (OK/others)}
TGU-FEL (SASE)††
TGU-FEL (seed)††
HHG††

tmin (ps)

I/ISUM

RRmax (MHz)

Layout-invasive

Compatible
with SUM

Compatible
with DLO

Beamlines

Cost
(M euros)

2
1–10
1
2
0.1
20
0.1
3
0.1
1

102
102–1
102–101
106–1
107–104
102
< 102
103–106
104–105
102–102

500
500
500
500
0.1
1
0.1
1–100
0.1
10

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No/Yes
No
No
–

No
Yes†
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
–

No
Yes‡
Maybe‡
Unlikely
Maybe‡
No
Unlikely‡
Yes
Yes
–

All
All
All
1 to all
1
1
1
1
1
1

<1
<1
20
10
2
2
1
5–30
5–30
5

† If low-alpha optics is not adopted. In this case the minimum FWHM pulse duration is expected at the 10 ps level. ‡ For storage rings at beam energy lower than
 3 GeV. § Limited to fundamental wavelengths of emission > 150 nm. } Limited to fundamental wavelengths of emission > 10 nm. †† Limited to fundamental wavelengths of
emission > 1 nm.

Table 4
Comparison of the estimated performance of schemes for the generation of short photon pulses in storage rings (see also Table 3).
Indicative parameters of state-of-the-art HHG sources are also given (Hädrich et al., 2016).

Femto-slicing
CHG
TGU-FEL (SASE)
TGU-FEL (seed)
HHG

min (nm)

-tunability

Polarization

Spectral bandwidth
(FWHM) (%)

Coherence,
transverse/longititudinal

e-Beam
energy (GeV)

 0.1
 10
4
4
4

Wide
Wide
Small
Small
Wide

Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Linear

> 0.1†
> 0.1
 0.1
0.01–0.1
 0.1

Incoherent†
Poor / Poor
High / Poor
High / High
High / High

<3
<3
<5
<5
–

† Photon emission occurs at standard IDs by incoherent processes. The bandwidth is typically larger than in all other schemes on the list.

6. Conclusions
The interest of the scientific community for picosecond and
sub-picosecond EUV and X-ray pulses in synchrotron light
sources is recalled, looking, for example, to the development
of synchrotron light sources in the last 40 years, and compared
with the performance of state-of-the-art linac-driven FELs.
The compatibility of schemes for the production of short
pulses in synchrotrons with standard multi-bunch operation
and diffraction-limited optics design is discussed. Such a
discussion is established on the basis of scaling laws for the
beam horizontal emittance versus beam energy, taking into
consideration multi-bend lattice complexity and the trend of
storage ring circumference with energy. By keeping Fig. 2,
Table 3 and Table 4 in mind, we can preliminary conclude
that synchrotron light sources at beam energies lower than
 3 GeV might attempt a combined diffraction-limited emittance short-pulse operation. An absolute value of the natural
horizontal emittance in the range 0.1–0.5 nm would be sufficient for approaching the diffraction limit in the EUV and soft
X-ray wavelength range. At the same time, short X-ray pulses
might be obtained via the RF voltage beating technique
(1–3 ps FWHM duration, in principle compatible with loweremittance values), RF vertical deflection or CHG (0.1–1 ps
FWHM duration, with some higher emittance because of large
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2018). 25, 1323–1334

betatron amplitude optics in limited machine regions). The
high-gain TGU-FEL scheme was proposed with the primary
aim of full compatibility with SUM and DLO. This is actually
the only scheme, among all those discussed, which takes
advantage of reduced emittance values of the stored beam.
The main limitation in extending this scheme to hard X-rays
comes from the emittance degradation during lasing, which
is expected at very high repetition rates. A variety of intermediate scenarios is offered by this scheme as a function of
wavelength of emission, seeding scheme, photon flux and
average FEL power. A detailed report demonstrating the
technical feasibility of the proposed solution will be given in a
separate work.
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